forty-five; but what the figure has lost i n grace the brain has undoubtedly gained in vigour. It is the middle-aged men and women who do the thinking and bear the responsibilities of the world. This is just the period of life when the loss of the father may mean the financial and sometimes the social extinction of the family. The That is the anxious question which the father of a young family and the head of a business firm feels driven to ask. Do ! Take the trouble to understand yourself first of all, and then to understand the surroundings amidst which you live! Tou understand your banking account; you know how much it will bear, and how much it will not bear; you know there is a point beyond which its utmost elasticity cannot be made to stretch. But your health is the very keystone on which the structure, not only of your banking account, but of every other part of your social, financial, and family well-being rests. Take away the keystone, and the whole building tumbles to the ground. Ninety-nine readers in every hundred will believe these statements when they see them; not more than one in every hundred will think of making any use of them in practice. Now, the doctor has a very simple explanation of such peculiar conduct. He has arrived at this conclusion, after much experience and many reasonings, namely: That any man who sees a truth clearly, and knows that the truth contains a commandment, is a fool if he does noi obey it. At bottom, the greater part of our want of health and our want of happiness is due to our want of mental capacity.
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